Fetal microchimerism in Hashimoto's thyroiditis: a quantitative approach
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Abstract

Objective: Fetal microchimerism (MCH) has been implicated in the etiology of autoimmune diseases such as autoimmune thyroiditis. The goal of the study was to reliably estimate the number of fetal engrafted cells and to further investigate factors influencing the development of MCH.

Methods: Quantitative real-time PCR amplification using Y-chromosome specific (DYS14) and autosomal (β-globin) loci was performed on thyroid gland specimens. Furthermore, we compared the distribution of ABO and rhesus systems in mothers with and without blood MCH in relation to the blood groups of the children.

Results: MCH was detected in eight of 21 Hashimoto patients in a frequency range of 15 to 4900 male cells per 100 000 total cells (median 97 cells), but in none of 17 healthy thyroid glands. In a third group, consisting of 18 nodular goiters, only one sample was positive (182 male cells/100 000 total cells). No woman who had not had a prior pregnancy with a male fetus showed MCH. Mothers both with and without MCH showed the same rate of mother/child incompatibilities for the ABO and rhesus systems.

Conclusions: The percentage of microchimeric cells varies to a great extent in Hashimoto's thyroiditis, and this phenomenon can occur in nodular goiter in rare instances, but it appears to be absent from normal thyroid glands. Nevertheless, the biological significance of MCH remains unclear. Moreover, we have concluded that the tested blood group systems (as opposed to their role in graft vs host disease after transplantations) have no effect on fetal MCH.
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Introduction

The exchange of fetal and maternal cells during pregnancy (1, 2) leads to a phenomenon usually referred to as fetal microchimerism (MCH). Fetal-derived cells have been identified in maternal blood by the unexpected detection of male DNA markers in the maternal circulation and/or maternal tissues as early as 4 weeks of gestation and up to 36 years after pregnancy (3) and may play a role in the development of allogeneic tolerance to the fetus (4).

Up to now only one factor determining the persistence of MCH is known: the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) compatibility between mother and fetus. This condition resembles that in chronic graft vs host disease with donor lymphocytes reacting with the host tissues. Because chronic graft vs host disease shares many clinical and pathological features with some autoimmune diseases and these kinds of diseases are more common in females past child-bearing years, it has been suggested that fetal MCH might be involved in their etiology (5).

The first disease for which evidence for the involvement of fetal MCH was found was systemic sclerosis (4, 6). Other diseases for which fetal MCH has been demonstrated (although the clinical significance is still controversial) are pruritic eruptions of pregnancy (7), primary biliary cirrhosis (8), Sjoegren syndrome (9, 10) and autoimmune thyroiditis (11, 12). Hashimoto's thyroiditis is one of two major autoimmune thyroid diseases for which a variety of causative agents have been discussed (13, 14). We first examined the occurrence of fetal cells in thyroid glands of women suffering from this disease using
conventional (qualitative) PCR for a Y-chromosomal sequence and demonstrated male cells in eight of 17 patients, but only in one of 25 nodular goiters without evidence of autoimmune disease (11). Fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) analysis using a Y-specific probe confirmed the presence of fetal MCH in Hashimoto’s disease (15).

Moreover, fetal MCH was recently demonstrated for Graves’ disease, another thyroid autoimmune disease using ELISA-PCR (12) and a recent study by Renne et al. (15) using FISH confirms the frequent occurrence of male lymphocytes in both autoimmune diseases compared with the rare observation of male cells in adenomas (16).

However, although FISH allows quantitative estimates of the percentage of male cells in a histological slide (Srivatsa et al. (16) report up to 185 male cells per slide), this method is relatively insensitive when compared with real-time PCR (17). We thus performed this procedure on 22 thyroid gland sections from Hashimoto patients, multinodular goiter patients and normal thyroid glands using this robust quantitative approach. In addition, we checked for the presence of fetal blood MCH in 45 women who had recently given birth to a son and compared these results with rhesus and ABO blood group types in mother and child to further investigate the factors influencing the persistence of MCH.

Materials and methods

Fifty-two thyroid gland specimens were collected from the Institute of Pathology of the University of Graz and the Institute of Forensic Medicine of the University of Hall in 21 female patients with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, 18 women with multinodular goiter and 17 women with normal thyroid glands (autopsy material). The diagnosis of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis was based on criteria such as destruction of follicular epithelia with diffuse lymphoplasmocytic infiltration, the presence of lymphoid follicles with germinal centers and fibrosis as described (13), whereas multinodular goiters lacked these attributes. Seventeen of the Hashimoto samples and all of the goiter samples had already been used in a previous study (11). DNA was extracted from archival paraffin-embedded thyroid tissue using a commercially available kit (Puregene Kit; Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) comprising a deparaffinization step with xylene, proteinase K digestion, salting out of the proteins and isopropanol precipitation with glycogen as DNA carrier. For each sample, three sections from different layers of the thyroid gland were extracted. DNA quantitation was performed by photometry. DNA extraction from blood was performed as described (18).

Positive controls were DNA from a person in different quantities. Negative controls were one reagent control and one extraction control. Qualitative PCR for the SRY gene was performed as described (11). Real-time quantitative PCR was performed by the use of a Corbett Research Rotorgene 2000 (Corbett Research, Sydney, Australia) which is essentially a combined thermocycler/fluorescence detector with the ability to monitor cycle-for-cycle the success of individual PCR reactions. The amplification and product-reporting system used is based on the 5′ nuclease assay (19). Different from a conventional PCR assay, in a real-time PCR assay not only the two amplification primers but also a dual-labeled fluorogenic hybridization probe is included (20, 21). One fluorescent dye (6 carboxyfluorescein (FAM)) serves as a reporter, and its emission spectrum is quenched by a second fluorescent dye (6 carboxy-tetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA)). During the extension phase of PCR, the 5′ to 3′ exonuclease activity of the Taq DNA polymerase cleaves the reporter from the probe, thus releasing it from the quencher, resulting in an increase in fluorescent emission which is detected by the real-time cycler and captured by a computer. The cycle in which a defined threshold is exceeded is used to quantitate the DNA content. In the same run, several standards of known DNA content are used as external standards, and the amount of DNA in the samples is interpolated from the standards. The Y-chromosome-specific (DYS14) assay consisted of the primers 5′-CATCCAGAGGCTCCCTGG-3′ and 5′-TTCCC-CTTTGTCCACAAAA-3′ and the dual-labeled fluorescent probe 5′-(FAM)GCAAGCGAAGTCCCTCA (TAMRA)-3′ (22). The β-globin system consisted of the primers β-globin-354F, 5′-GTGCACCTGACTCTCCCGGAGGAGA-3′ and β-globin-455R, 5′-CCCTTGATACCAACCTGCCCCAG-3′ and 5′-(FAM)GAAGTGCCATGGATGAAGTGTGG(TAMRA)-3′ as probe (23).

Quantitative PCR amplification reactions were set up in a reaction volume of 25 µL. Each reaction contained 300 nM of each amplification primer, 100 nM of the corresponding probe, 5 mM MgCl₂, 200 mM each dATP, dCTP, dTTP and dGTP, 25 µM 10X buffer II and 1.25 U AmpliTaq Gold (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). DNA (10 ng) was used for amplification. Each sample was analyzed three times. Samples which were positive in at least one of the three reactions were amplified another two times. Only positive results in at least two reactions were regarded as positive. The mean of all five reactions was used for all further calculations. The concentration of male DNA, expressed in male DNA copies per total DNA copies was calculated by dividing the results for the DYS14 PCR (= male component) by those for the β-globin amplification (= total DNA). Extreme caution was taken to avoid false positive results. All tissue samples were handled in the same manner by female technicians. The sections used for DNA extraction were prepared with meticulous care specifically for that purpose and immediately put into Eppendorf tubes. Extraction, PCR assay set-up and
real-time PCR were performed in separate rooms in separate buildings, and negative controls were always used in every PCR reaction.

Results

Using a quantitative PCR assay, Y-chromosomal DNA was detected in eight of 21 women suffering from Hashimoto’s disease, in one of 18 women suffering from multinodular goiter but in none of 17 healthy thyroid glands (Table 1). In the positive samples, the fraction was 15 to 4900 male cells per 100 000 total cells (median 97 cells). With the exception of two samples (4900 and 2600 male cells respectively) all tissue samples showed fewer than 250 male cells per 100 000 total cells (Fig. 1). The only positive goiter sample showed a rate of 182 male cells/100 000 total cells, being in the range of the Hashimoto samples.

For 14 Hashimoto patients, including seven of the eight patients with MCH, a medical history concerning former pregnancies, transplantations and blood transfusions was available (Table 1). This information was also obtained for the only goiter patient with positive MCH. One patient had had a miscarriage and a blood transfusion in addition to her four children (two boys). Interestingly, although the presence of male cells was only found in females with at least one male child, the percentage of male cells was independent of the number of pregnancies (male or female).

To investigate whether the distribution of blood group systems has an impact on the occurrence of fetal MCH, we typed the rhesus (d, D) and ABO blood groups in 52 mother/son pairs at 6–10 months after delivery of the first son. The presence of male fetal MCH in the mothers was determined by conventional PCR for the SRY gene as described (11). Mother/son pairs with compatible rhesus and ABO types from the mother’s point of view (e.g. mother D and son D or d) did not show fetal MCH more often than pairs with incompatible types (e.g. mother d and son D) (Table 2).

Discussion

This is the first study in which fetal MCH was quantitated in female Hashimoto thyroid specimens and compared with normal thyroid glands and multinodular goiters using quantitative real-time PCR. Although FISH analysis gave estimates of fetal cells per slide in different thyroid diseases in previous studies (15, 16), this is a relatively insensitive technique. A study on fetal MCH in systemic sclerosis suggests a superior sensitivity of quantitative real-time PCR compared with FISH (17). In our study, we tried to further increase this sensitivity by using DYS14 (24) as the male index. DYS14 is repeated up to 60 times on the Y-chromosome, which makes it superior to single locus genes like SRY (25) in terms of sensitivity. In theory, only a small fraction of a single male genome per assay can be detected (22).

Moreover, most comparable studies tested only a very small number of samples: e.g. in the study by Ando et al. (12) seven cases of Graves’ disease were tested and among the samples studied by Srivatsa et al. (16)
there were only six Hashimoto cases. In the latter study using FISH, the number of male cells per slide ranged between 0 and 185, data which are hard to compare with those presented here by us. However, there are data on the percentage of male cells in another autoimmune disease (Graves’ disease) using a similar PCR-based quantitative approach (ELISA-PCR) (12). In this study on seven patients there were up to 295 male cells per 100,000 total cells. Our results in a much larger sample of Hashimoto patients appear to suggest that the number of microchimeric cells might be similar in both autoimmune thyroid diseases, although this percentage appears to vary widely.

However, our results and those of Srivatsa et al. (16) differ in the frequency of MCH in the patients studied. While we found male cells in eight of 21 Hashimoto patients, FISH analysis revealed MCH in five of six cases. Renné et al. (15) in their FISH analysis performed on a larger sample size found percentages similar to those observed in our study (60%). These differences might be explained either by the relatively small sample sizes or by different sensitivities of FISH and real-time PCR. All studies, however, agree on a lack of MCH in normal thyroid glands.

As male cells were only detected in mothers with at least one son, pregnancy appears to be (in the absence of transplants or transfusions) a condition sine qua non for MCH. However, as the frequency of male fetal cells is independent of the number of male pregnancies, other factors—in analogy with chimerism after organ transplants (4)—appear to determine whether MCH is persistent or not. In that respect, HLA compatibility or incompatibility from the host’s (mother) point of view is generally recognized to be the only known determining factor (5). However, as the ABO blood type distribution of graft and host influences the occurrence of chimerism and graft vs host reaction in transplantations (26, 27), we reasoned that the distribution of the blood groups in mother and child might be another factor determining the persistence of MCH. Nevertheless, as we found MCH to be as frequent in mother/son pairs with and without ABO or rhesus incompatibility (Table 2), we assume that, other than HLA types, blood group systems do not influence the probability of developing persistent fetal MCH. This might be the consequence of a lack of expression of blood group antigens on the microchimeric cells.

The etiologic consequences of fetal MCH are difficult to assess to date. Of course, the fact that this phenomenon is significantly more common in autoimmune disease compared with normal tissue fosters a potential role of this phenomenon in the pathogenesis of autoimmune thyroid disease (28, 29). Nevertheless, up to now only the presence of fetal engrafted cells in thyroid autoimmune disease is proven, but not an actual active, adverse role of MCH in the autoimmune process. An argument against an active role is that only a part (in most studies roughly 50%) of all thyroid autoimmune disease patients show MCH (11, 12, 15, 16, this study). Moreover, a recent study proved that parity is not a risk factor for thyroid autoimmunity (30). To explain the biological significance of this phenomenon it has been speculated that microchimeric cells might, in fact, not be the source of the inflammation, but a reaction of the body to the inflammation (31). As at least some of the engrafted fetal cells have stem cell potential, these cells might be part of a repair process. For thyroid diseases, this hypothesis seems to be supported by the fact that MCH is also observed in non-autoimmune diseases (15, this study) and for other tissues by the recent observation of MCH in non-autoimmune diseases of the vagina and uterus (32, 33). Moreover, Srivatsa et al. (16) were able to identify the microchimeric cells in at least one patient as normal thyrocytes (and not immunocompetent cells).

In conclusion, this is the first study to quantitate the rate of microchimeric cells using a highly sensitive quantitative PCR approach. In doing so we found male microchimeric cells in the thyroid glands of eight of 21 female Hashimoto patients, varying between 15 and 4900 in 100,000 cells. In the nodular goiter control group, only one patient was positive for male cells with a ratio well in the range of the Hashimoto patients (182 in 100,000). In normal thyroid glands, on the other hand, no male cells were observed. In addition, the persistence of MCH appears to be independent of ABO and rhesus compatibility between mother and fetus.
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